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Interpower Generators is an 
independently owned business, with a 
strong reputation in the supply of 
power generation equipment.

Our team have over 30 years 
experience in the design, 
manufacture, export & installation of 
generators and associated products 
around the world.

Interpower generators are regularly supplied into the following markets & 
installations

· Hospitals · Palaces

· Airports · Off Grid

· Banks & Financial Institutions · Rental Fleets

· Data Centres · Militaries, Naval & Land Based

· Commercial Buildings · Telecommunications Sector

· Factories · Marine Generators

· Residential Complex · Oil & Gas Industry

· Government Buildings

Every Interpower generator is manufactured in the UK by 
our team of experienced staff using only British and 
European supplied components.



Industrial
Interpower Generator’s range of industrial generators have 
electrical outputs from 5kVA to 4000kVA. Available as both 
50Hz & 60Hz machines, and voltages up to 13.8kV, they 
are suited to applications where cost effective prime power 
is required. Markets include offices, factories and 
manufacturing.

Backup & Standby
For critical installations that require emergency backup 
power, the Interpower Generators range of standby 
generators have been designed to offer the highest 
reliability. Automatic control systems ensure that the power 
is restored in the shortest possible time. Typical 
installations include hospitals, airports, and data centres.

Offshore, Oil & Gas
Designed, built and tested to the toughest specifications, 
Interpower Generators offshore equipment is in service in 
the oil & gas industry around the world. In applications 
including FPSO, oil exploration, and decommissioning of 
platforms, Interpower’s equipment incorporate ATEX safety 
features, and safety requirements for offshore operation.

Marine
Suited to the corrosive environments associated with 
marine applications, Interpower Generators marine 
equipment is built and tested to society standards, 
including Lloyds, DNV, BV, GL, KR and ABS. Supplied to 
navies, exploration vessels, and other working boats, 
Interpower marine equipment is relied on daily.

Containerised
For installations where an engine room is 
unavailable, Interpower Generator’s container 
gensets can be dropped on-site to provide prime or 
standby power as needed. Available in capacities 
up to 3000kVA, and sound levels down to 
65dB(A)@1m.

Silent & Low Noise
Interpower Generator’s soundproof enclosures offer a 
compact low noise power solution. Using the latest 
acoustic materials, and innovative designs, our super 
silent units are available in capacities up to 900kVA.



Special Projects

At Interpower Generators we appreciate that 
sometimes a standard generator won’t fit the 
application. As an original equipment manufacturer 
we are able to tailor our generators to suit the 
customer’s requirements.

Working closely with our customers, and their 
consultants, we can engineer our products to offer 
the best solution and fit, for the installation.

Our bespoke generators are built to incorporate 
special features requested by the end user. From 
custom fuel systems, ultra low noise levels, and 
tailored control and monitoring panels, through to 
projects where power is a useful by-products, and 
the main requirement is heat or mechanical power.

Buying from the manufacturer, rather than a 
reseller of other manufacturers products, ensures 
that you get the right product for your needs.

Environmental Policy

Interpower Generators Ltd adopts a 
responsible attitude towards the protection 
of the environment. The company strives to 
meet the requirements of all applicable 
environmental laws and regulations.

Interpower Generators minimises energy 
use, and seeks to reduce, re-use and 
recycle waste where possible, and for 
proper disposal of waste where this is not 
possible.



Interpower Generators is located in the 
market town of Malton, to the North 
East of York, in England.

Approximately 300km North of London.
Malton is a 1hr drive from 
Leeds/Bradford airport, and easily 
accessible by rail from London, 
Manchester & Edinburgh through York 
station, which is only 50km away.

Interpower Generators Ltd, Malton, North Yorkshire England
T: +44 (0) 7421 781532     E:sales@interpower-generators.com  

http://www.interpower-generators.com
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